Introduction
Embedded systems are extensively used in various small devices, such as mobile phones, in transportation systems, such as those in cars or aircraft, and in large-scale distributed systems, such as cloud computing environments. We need a technology that can be used to develop low-cost, high-performance embedded systems. This technology would be useful for designing, testing, implementing, and evaluating embedded prototype systems by using a software simulator.
So far, embedded systems are typically used only in machine controls, but it seems that they will soon also have an information processing function. Recent embedded systems target not only industrial products but also consumer products, and this appears to be spreading across various fields. In the United States and Europe, there are large national projects related to the development of embedded systems. Embedded systems are increasing in size and becoming more complicated, so the development of methodologies and efficient testing for them is highly desirable.
The authors have been engaged in the development of a software development environment based on graph theory, which includes graph drawing theory and graph grammars [2] [3] [4] . In our research, we use Hichart, which is a program diagram methodology originally introduced by Yaku and Futatsugi [5] .
There has been a substantial amount of research devoted to Hichart. A prototype formulation of attribute graph grammar for Hichart was reported in [6] . This grammar consists of Hichart syntax rules, which use a context-free graph grammar [7] , and semantic rules for layout. The authors have been developing a software development environment based on graph theory that includes graph drawing theory and various graph grammars [2, 8] . So far, we have developed bidirectional translators that can translate a Pascal, C, or DXL source into Hichart and can alternatively translate Hichart into Pascal, C, or DXL [2, 8] . For example, HiChart Graph Grammar (HCGG) [9] is an attribute graph grammar with an underlying graph grammar based on edNCE graph grammar [10] and intended for use with DXL. It is problematic, however, in that it cannot parse very efficiently. Hichart Precedence Graph Grammar (HCPGG) was introduced in [11] .
In recent years, model checking methodologies have been applied to embedded systems. In our current work, we constructed a visual software development environment to support a developed embedded system. The target of this research is NQC, which is the program language for LEGO MINDSTORM. Our visual software development system for embedded systems can 1. generate Promela codes for given Hichart diagrams, and 2. detect problems by using visual feedback features.
Our previously developed environment was not sufficiently functional, so we created an effective testing environment for the visual environment.
In this chapter, we describe our visual software development environment that supports the development of embedded systems.
Preliminaries

Embedded systems
An embedded system is a system that controls various components and specific functions of the industrial equipment or consumer electronic device it is built into [12, 13] . Product life cycles are currently being shortened, and the period from development to verification has now been trimmed down to about three months. Four requirements are needed to implement modern embedded systems.
• Concurrency
Multi-core and/or multi processors are becoming dominant in the architecture of processors as a solution to the limits in circuit line width (manufacturing process), increased generation of heat, and clock speed limits. Therefore, it is necessary to implement applications by using methods with parallelism descriptions. •H i e r a r c h y System modules are arranged in a hierarchal fashion in main systems, subsystems, and sub-subsystems. Diversity and recycling must be improved, and the number of development processes should be reduced as much as possible.
• Resource Constraints
It is necessary to comply with the constraints of built-in factors like memory and power consumption.
• Safety and Reliability
System failure is a serious problem that can cause severe damage and potentially fatal accidents. It is extremely important to guarantee the safety of a system. As for the constants, they are constants with names and work to improve programmers' understanding of NQC programs. Table 2 shows an example of constants.
Constants category Constants
Setting 
Program diagrams
In software design and development, program diagrams are often used for software visualization. Many kinds of program diagrams, such as the previously mentioned hierarchical flowchart language (Hichart), problem analysis diagram (PAD), hierarchical and compact description chart (HCP), and structured programming diagram (SPD), have been used in software development [2, 16] . Moreover, software development using these program diagrams is steadily on the increase.
In our research, we used the Hichart program diagram [17] , which was first introduced by Yaku and Futatsugi [5] . Hichart is described by cell and line. There are various type of cells, such as "process," "exclusive selection," "continuous iteration," "caption," and so on. Figure 2 shows an example of some of the Hichart symbols.
Program diagrams for embedded systems
In this section, we describe program diagrams for embedded systems, specifically, a detailed procedure for constructing program diagrams for an embedded system using Hichart for NQC. Figure 3 shows an overview of our previous study on a Hichart-C translation system.
In our previous system, it is possible to obtain internal Hichart data from C source code via a C-to-H translator implemented using JavaCC. Users can edit a Hichart diagram on a Hichart editor that visualizes the internal Hichart data as a Hichart diagram. The H-to-C translator can generate C source codes from the internal Hichart data, and then we can obtain the C source code corresponding to the Hichart diagrams. Our system can illustrate programs as diagrams, which leads to an improved understanding of programs.
We expanded the above framework to treat embedded system programming. Specifically we extended H-to-C and C-to-H specialized for NQC. Some of the alterations we made are as follows.
task
The "task" is a unique keyword of NQC, and we therefore added it to the C-to-H function.
start, stop
We added "start" and "stop" statements in Hichart (as shown in List 3) to control tasks. There are some differences between C syntax and NQC syntax; therefore, we modified JavaCC, which defines syntax, to cover them. Thus, we obtained program diagrams for embedded systems. 
A visual software development environment
We propose a visual software development environment based on Hichart for NQC. We visualize NQC code by the abovementioned Hichart diagrams through a Hichart visual software development environment called Hichart editor. Hichart diagrams or NQC source codes are inputted into the editor, and the editor outputs NQC source codes after editing code such as parameter values in diagrams.
In the Hichart editor, the program code is shown as a diagram. List 4 shows a sample program of NQC, and Figure 5 shows the Hichart diagram corresponding to List 4. The Hichart editor can read NQC source codes and convert them into Hichart codes using the N-to-H function, and it can generate NQC source codes from Hichart codes by using the H-to-N function. The Hichart codes consist of tree data structure. Each node of the structure has four pointers (to parent node, to child cell, to previous cell, and to next cell) and node information such as node type, node label, node label, and so on. To generate NQC codes by the H-to-N function, tree structures can be traversed in preorder.
The obtained NQC source code can be transferred to the LEGO MINDSTORM RCX via BricxCC. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of NQC source code generated by the Hichart editor. Recognize a table edge × Turn in its tracks × Table 3 . Behavioral specifications table.
Testing environment based on behavioral specification and logical checking
To test embedded system behaviors, especially for those that have physical devices such as sensors, two areas must be checked: the value of the sensors and the logical correctness of the embedded system. Embedded systems with sensors are affected by the environment around the machine, so it is important that developers are able to set the appropriate sensor value. Of course, even if the physical parameters are appropriate, if there are logical errors in a machine's program, the embedded systems will not always work as we expect.
In this section, we propose two testing methods to check the behaviors of embedded systems.
Behavioral specifications table
A behavioral specifications table is used when users set the physical parameters of RCX.
An example of such a table is shown in Table 3 . The leftmost column lists the behavioral specifications and the three columns on the right show the parameter values. A circle indicates an expected performance; a cross indicates an unexpected one. The numerical values indicate the range of sensitivity parameters s.
For example, when the sensitivity parameter s was between 0 and 32, the moving object did not recognize a table edge (the specifications for "recognizes a table edge" were not met) and did not spin around on that spot. When the sensitivity parameter s was between 33 and 49, the specifications for "recognizes a table edge" and "does not spin around on that spot" were both met. The behavioral specifications function has the following characteristics. Here, we show an example in which an RCX runs without falling off a desk. In this example, when a photodetector on the RCX recognizes the edge of the desk, the RCX reverses and turns. Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the Hichart editor and the related behavioral specifications table.
In the Hichart editor, the input-output cells related to a behavioral specifications table are redrawn in green when the user chooses a menu that displays the behavioral specifications table. Figure 9 shows the behavior of an RCX after setting the appropriate physical parameters. The RCX can distinguish the table edge and turn after reversing.
We also constructed a function that enables a behavioral specification table to be stored in a database that was made using MySQL. After we test a given device, we can input the results via the database function in the Hichart editor. Using stored information, we can construct a behavioral specification table with an optimized parameter's value. Fig. 9 . Screenshot of RCX that recognizes table edge.
Model checking
We propose a method for checking behavior in the Hichart development environment by using the model checking tool SPIN [18, 19] to logically check whether a given behavior specification is fulfilled before applying the program to a real machine. As described previously, the behavioral specifications table can check the physical parameters of a real machine. However, it cannot check logical behavior. We therefore built a model checking function into our editor that can translate internal Hichart data into Promela code.
The major characteristics of the behavior specification verification function are listed below.
• Generation of Promela codes Generating Promela codes from Hichart diagrams displayed on the Hichart editor.
• Execution of SPIN Generating pan.c or LTL-formulas.
• Compilation
Compiling obtained pan.c to generate .exe file for model checking.
• Analyzing •A n a l y s i s
We found that programs do not bear the behavior specification by model checking and so generated trail files. The function then analyzes the trail files and feeds them back to the Hichart diagrams.
The Promela code is used to check whether a given behavior specification is fulfilled. Feedback from the checks is then sent to a Hichart graphical editor. If a given behavioral specification is not fulfilled, the result of the checking is reflected in the implicated location of the Hichart.
To give an actual example, we consider the specifications that make the RCX repeat forward movements and turn left. If it is touch sensitive, the RCX changes course. This specification means that RCX definitely swerves when touched. In this study, we checked whether the created program met the behavior specification by using SPIN before applying the program to real machines. Lists 5 and 6 show part of the NQC source code corresponding to the above specification and the automatically generated Promela source code.
We explain the feedback procedure, which is shown in Fig. 10 .
An assertion statement of "state == OnFwd" is an example. If a moving object (RCX) is moving forward at the point where the assertion is set, the statement is true. Otherwise, it is false. For example, we can verify by steps (3)- (7) in Fig. 10 whether the moving object is always moving forward or not.
Here, we show an example of manipulating our Hichart editor. We can embed an assertion description through the Hichart editor, as shown in Fig. 11 , and then obtain a Promela code from the Hichart code. When we obtain this code, we have to specify the behaviors that we want to check. Figure 12 shows a result obtained through this process.
Next, we execute SPIN. If we embed assertions in the Hichart code, we execute SPIN as it currently stands, while if we use LTL-formulas, we execute SPIN with an "-f" option and then obtain pan.c. The model is checked by compiling the obtained pan.c. Figure 13 is a screenshot of the model checking result using the Hichart editor.
If there are any factors that do not meet the behavioral specifications, trail files are generated. Figure 14 shows some of the result of analyzing the trail file.
The trail files contain information on how frequently the processing calls and execution paths were made. We use this information to narrow the search area of the entire program by using the visual feedback. Users can detect a problematic area interactively by using the Hichart editor with the help of this visual feedback. After analyzing the trail files, we can obtain feedback from the Hichart editor. Figure 15 shows part of a Hichart editor feedback screen.
If the result is that programs did not meet the behavior specification by using SPIN, the tasks indicated as the causes are highlighted. The locations that do not meet the behavior specifications can be seen by using the Hichart feedback feature. This is an example of efficient assistance for embedded software.
Conclusion
We described our application of a behavioral specification table and model-checking methodologies to a visual software development environment we developed for embedded software.
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It is rather difficult to set exact values for physical parameters under development circumstances using a tool such as MATLAB/simulink because the physical parameters vary depending on external conditions (e.g., weather), and therefore, there were certain limitations to the simulations. We obtained a couple of examples demonstrating the validity of our approach in both the behavioral specification table and the logical specification check by using SPIN.
In our previous work, some visual software development environments were developed based on graph grammar; however, the environment for embedded systems described in this article is not yet based on graph grammars. A graph grammar for Hichart that supports NQC is currently under development.
In our future work, we will construct a Hichart development environment with additional functions that further support the development of embedded systems. Nowadays, embedded systems -the computer systems that are embedded in various kinds of devices and play an important role of specific control functions, have permitted various aspects of industry. Therefore, we can hardly discuss our life and society from now onwards without referring to embedded systems. For wideranging embedded systems to continue their growth, a number of high-quality fundamental and applied researches are indispensable. This book contains 19 excellent chapters and addresses a wide spectrum of research topics on embedded systems, including basic researches, theoretical studies, and practical work. Embedded systems can be made only after fusing miscellaneous technologies together. Various technologies condensed in this book will be helpful to researchers and engineers around the world.
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